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Don't Let the Real Test Be Your First Test!CompTIA A+ Certification Practice Exams, Second
Edition (Exams 220-801 & 220-802) is filled with more than 1000 realistic practice questions to
prepare you for these challenging exams. To help you understand the material, in-depth
explanations of both the correct and incorrect answers are included for every question. This
practical guide covers all official objectives for Exams 220-801 and 220-802 and is the perfect
companion to CompTIA A+ Certification Study Guide, Eighth Edition. McGraw-Hill is a Gold-
Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized CompTIA Approved Quality
Content.Covers all exam topics, including:Operational Procedures * Operating System
Fundamentals * Motherboards and Processors * Storage, Memory, and Adapters * Power
Supplies, Display Devices, and Peripherals * Installing and Upgrading PC Components *
Installing and Configuring Laptops * Client-Side Virtualization * Upgrading, Installing, and
Configuring Windows * Disk and File Management * Troubleshooting, Repair, and Maintenance
of PCs * Troubleshooting and Preventive Maintenance for Laptops * Troubleshooting and
Preventive Maintenance for Windows * Network Basics * Installing a Small Office/Home Office
(SOHO) Network * Troubleshooting Networks * Computer Security Fundamentals *
Implementing Digital Security * Configuring and Troubleshooting Windows Clients * Supporting
Mobile Devices * Using and Supporting PrintersElectronic content includes:Complete
MasterExam practice testing engine, featuringTwo practice examsDetailed answers with
explanationsScore Report performance assessment toolWith free online registration:Bonus--two
downloadable MasterExam practice tests

About the AuthorJames Pyles, CompTIA A+, CompTIA Network+, works as a consultant, author,
editor, and technical writer. He has written numerous books and articles on IT certifications.
James currently works at Keynetics, Inc.Mike Chapple, Ph.D., is an information security
professional and concurrent assistant professor at the University of Notre Dame. He has written
a wide variety of books and articles on IT topics.Michael Pastore, CompTIA A+, CompTIA
Network+, CompTIA Security, has been writing computer books for more than 15 years and has
been involved in IT for more than 30 years in roles spanning from network technician to
president of an IT training school.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Ambidex, “A great study reference. This book isn't a pushover; it will certainly test your
knowledge and throw a few trick questions at you much like the real exam. It also has guides to
locate you to the correct pages to test your knowledge in certain subjects.However, to say this
book has over 1000 "realistic" questions is a complete lie. There are several questions in the
book that expect you to know absolutely everything about hardware, from the amount of pins
inside the cable. In addition, there are some inaccurate security procedures and questions that
aren't exactly practical.A perfect example is one of the questions asks you a customer wants to
have a big hard drive on windows 7, the "correct" answer was 4TB was the maximum a windows
7 machine could operate in; because as of 2012 4tb was the largest available. This is not a
practical question, because the exams are not updated yearly. Furthermore, any drive over 2.9
TB requires a GPT drive!Its a great book, just know when to ignore some questions answers. A
lot of them you'll never see on the test.”

W. Tolbert, “Very Difficult Book. This book is actually very nice for learning how to confront the A
+. It's organized by objective & will quickly shut down any false feelings of competency. There
are two very important things that a purchaser should know.The good news: These questions
are difficult. I have passed the 220-801, using this book with other study materials, & the
questions on the actual exam were ridiculously easy compared to the questions here. They
generally target what I would consider 'deeper' or more complex parts of the material. At first I
was greatly concerned by how badly I seemed to be doing, so I held no delusions going into the
exam.The bad news: At least 10% of these questions are awful! At least one was outright wrong,
I referenced both my other text (Myers) & Wikipedia to verify that. Some of them were 'wrong' in
the sense that they didn't really have a set of answers that matched the question. The biggest
gripe is that many of them are worded very, very badly. The grammar & facts would logically
indicate something, but there would be no congruent answers or the claimed answer would not
make sense unless the reader was making an assumption at which there was no hint. This was
frustrating in the extreme. I would spend time verifying the answer, & wording of the question,
only to conclude that my mind was in the right & the question-writer's logic was simply
funky.Despite the minority of poor questions, I feel that this is the book that let me take the exam
every day until I actually took the real exam, and passed. In three years when I need to re-certify,
I will be buying the newer edition of this book.”

Average Consumer, “Solid book, great publisher. Currently preparing for the A+ exam, I am
finding this book really helpful. As someone who enjoys going through practice exams in order to
attempt questions and review the correct answer I find this the best method. It is proven that
reviewing questions you got wrong can help you enforce material. This exam isn't that difficult to
begin with but to be sure I would get some kind of book or material to review only so you at least



know what to expect. I can recommend this book, plenty of material to chew through.”

Lily, “He really seems to enjoy reading it. I bought it for my roommate who is studying for the test,
he has devoured it and used the enclosed quizzes to help him narrow in on what he needs to
master. He really seems to enjoy reading it, it isn't just a chore.”

Michelle, “practice questions for budding perfectionists. I passed my A+ using this in
combination with Prof Messers A+ free video material (internet)l. I chose this deliberately over
the exam cram question book 
  
CompTIA A+ 220-801 and 220-802 Authorized Practice Questions Exam Cram (Exam Cram
(Pearson))

  
  
. The sample clinched my choice demonstrating both ease of use well and the quality of the
answers.I liked too that this book unlike most other kindle books does give access to online
exams. A bonus too were the tests in the appendix to test current knowledge and assess
potential weak points.On the whole I found the book easy to use. I solved each question
checking the answers as I went along using the shortcut between question and answer.Despite
the exam engine being one of my main reasons for choosing this book I never actually used it so
cannot comment on it. Using the pre-test saved me time because I concentrated on the areas
that needed attention.This book increased my confidence and together with prof Messer helped
me do well on the exam. However as other readers have commented the questions can actually
be harder than in the real exam. Personally that didn't bother me and I learned from the answers.
I have used this series before 
  
OCP Java SE 6 Programmer Practice Exams (Exam 310-065): Exam 310-065 (Certification
Press)



  
  
where the question were intentionally harder.I recommend this book to anyone studying for
their A+ needing practice questions and suggest using it to supplement other resources.”

IT Books, “Best Buy if you want to do well on your job. In order to keep myself updated with the
latest technology both(hardware/sofware) to do my job effectively, I look into James Pyles books.
I found it very informative and upto the point. Materials convered in book is what I do day to day
on my job. Don't take my words for it, try it you will see youself. I bought the book just about a
month ago, I have been reading since thanI love reading books that have real life examples
instead of history. I used to google for answers, always found a lot of differnet views on a subject
matter but no clear answer, James Plyes really did a good job presenting materiasl in very clear
and basic way to a novice user to understand.”

VFF, “plenty of questions with intelligent answers even for the wrong options. plenty of questions
with intelligent answers even for the wrong options. Plenty of opportunity to learn even from the
wrong options.”

Sean XIONG, “Good. Suitable for more experienced candidates to get a systematic idea.Even
better if it could include some information about the new style of the exam.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 40 people have provided feedback.
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